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I will give some suggestions. more in general, on

I

the basis of my experience with you through the whole term.

 

or perhaps even more. through the whole time we have been

together. Then I will ask some questions and let us consider

this meeting as a discussion of some of the questions.

1. I want to put before you one question, on the

basis of the following observation: We‘need one thing very

much. and without this one thing I do not think we are able

to devolop'in the right way. It is this: Each piece of art.

each part, each scene, each theatre as a whole. each artist

or actor as such, has certain dimensions. For instance, the

dimension of John of Age which we have just seen is a very

big one. Shakespeare's scenos are super-human in dimension.

rr. Shdanoff's play is human. All these directions are,at

the same time, dimensions. Shakespeare's plays are deep in
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the sense of over the earth qualities. heavenly qualities,

super-human qualities. Na heve a certain feelinr for these

different qualities only as an outer form. but we are not

yet able to fill all these dimensions — we are not yet able

to live\the depth of the human soul. the depth of super-under—

earth powers. as it were: we are not yet able to feel the

depth of fairy tales. Everything is drawn Very right in the

outer sense. but empty in the inner sense. This is. I think,

the most important point.

FIRE - FEELINGS;- DIMWNSIONS:

I have spoken several times about the warmth and fig;

feelings, and I have tried to point out that it is essential

for us to have thin ability to liyg - not to perform. not to

pretend. but to live in’theee dimensions, and out of these

dimensions. This is the question which I must discuss with:

you. because if I will repeat things I have told you. there

is not very much sense in it. I want to discuss with you this

question and you must tell me what i: actually the reason why

you are looking, as artists. only from the superficial draw-

ing or outline of something which could have depths and dimen-

sions. We will find together the way to these depths and

heights. but X think that there is a certain lack in us, not

only as artist;. but a certain negligence as human beings.

because it is a wrong idea that to be a human being is one

thing, and to be an artist is something quite different. It
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is not different. and you could, if'you wanted to. prove it

by your own experience during the time we have been together.

What does it mean actually? It means that, first or all.

unfortunately we live in such a time that everything is either

superficdal (our life as a whole). or it is rude and-brutal.

Prewure as in politics. etc.. and the war threatening all

around us. and, of course. that kills every fine feeling for

the life inside and the life outside. Every one of us wait

instinctively for this blow which follows each event by this

dictatoror that, and it is quite understandable that our souls

are curling and are becoming more end more dry. abstract. and

I

schematic.
‘

This in the sign and character of our age] this is

one explanation. but still. if we shall bow to this human des-

tiny.in general. than perhaps our whole attempt to create a

group of artists who are able to say something which will mean

something to the audience. will have to be dropped. we will

drop this ideal and we will then have to go the usual way of

artists of today, simply showing something like an abstract

scheme on the stage. and letting the audience. according to

its mood. accept or deny. and actually be absolutely indif-

ferent to our art and to our attempts and efforts. This is

something for which I do-not think we have to work - this sort

of indifferent opinion. If so. it is not worthwhile to‘work.

To overcome this type of profession which deserves
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'such a reception it is necessary to make certain great human

effort inside us. such effort as will be equal to all these-

negative powers which haunt and surround us in the world

today — dictatorship or superficial.schcmatic heartlessness,

lack 0% interest and so on, which is the destiny of our age.

If we want to overcome this we must not just admit that the

age is like that and that we are under pressure, but we have

to make a certain decision because of this pressure, because

of our destiny, because it is so tragic we must make a tre-

mendous effort to overcome this. «If it is so. than I should

say perhaps some of you will deny this opinion. and it is

quite individual.

An artist cannot be a materialist - cannot be, must

not be because the materialistic kind of thinking. feeling,

and willing. doing, speaking. this is the easiest way to live

in our age. But this is the rude means by which we kill the

artistic desires. emotions and powers which are living inside

us. Therefore, we came together because each one of us feels

that he is somewhere an artist. and at the same time. killing

oneself by living a materialistic life in one's thoughts and

everything. Of course. you will contradict this opinion and

argue that you cannot be ordered not to be materialistic and

to have spiritual interests and ideas and so on. That is

true. and I do not mean that by tomorrow we must all be spir—

 

itunl thinkin”, {c1 r, 7:1 living persons. This is the ques-
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tion of the whole life. the comes to this spiritual under-

standing early, another later, and another never. but in the

frames of our art there are means to penetrate into this

plane or level which is similar to this spiritual life. and

this iS\What we have spoken so often about. but we have not

yet got.

P '“THATE Ih’I-O wan? LIES Emmi).

First. we must work if we want to be artists in the sense

I mean - we most be able to penetrate behind all the things

simply as professional people. What does it mean? If we

have a table beforu us on the stage - if we consider it only

as a table, then we are not yet artists. We must find the

meaning of this table. Why the table is here on the stage at

this moment, and how hive I to act with this table - whether

it means when I am sitting before it that I am sitting before

a tomb. For an artist it can be a tomb, while for the materi-

alist this idea can only be funny. For an artist it can be

the idea of the tomb and this is the first step to the depth

of the idea of the table. Ferhaps I am sitting before this

table as if it is a wedding table. I have to find the idea

of this table — to experience it — to live it - to nerform

the table. If I'am sitting on a chair. perhaps it is the elec-

tric chair. where I will meet my death. The artist must know

what he is doing by sitting on this chair. Perhaps it is a

throne, not because I perform the part of a kins. but because
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in every part each chair can be for two minutes a throne,

then an electric chair. and then something from which 1 have

to fall down.

We must make such absurd and purely actor's efforts to

penetrate into everything, and to create some life behind

things. I take quite purposely this very rude example of

chair and table to show that even these simple and rude or

usual things must be symbols. This is the symbol for a cer—

tain life. for a certain event, for a certain deep level by

which I. as an actor. can find the approach to everything.

GESTUREI szw WHICH LIES BEHIHD QWIHGSI

Now if we will leave this level of usual things, and take

simply our human gestures, then we will see that each gesture

is the human soul. This is the way to awaken something in us

which will substitute the spiritual understanding and feeling

of the world for the human being as such. For an artist. it

is to create things behind thinrs. If I look at somebody, it

must be full of things which are behind my glance - radiation.

atmosphere. etc. That is why We have our method of radiation

to convey this depth and width, scope and height. In the

human gesture lives the human soul. and the gesture will never

belie the audience. If you make an.empty gesture, the audi-

ence will never criticiZ: you because the audience is sitting

sleeping. but it will feel that the person on the stage is

fooling it. showing it empty gestures. empty voice. empty
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words. empty breath.

Now if we so still higher,we will see the enormous world

of depth and height which stand behind each character - I do

not mean only Shakespeare's characters, the majority of which

are already given as archetypes, but if it is not given as

archetypes the artist must see. desire. and dream of finding

an archetype behind the character he is going to perform. For

example. "the old King Lear" - behind each word lies some-

thing - not Just "old"-this does not mean white beard. gloomy

glance and feeble walk - "old"~that means everything behind

him. This is a great experience. Imagine that it means every—

thing behind him. It is an cxpcritnco which can give a real

artist the whole spirit of the tragedy. "Old“ — that means

wisdom - wisdom which lies everywhere and penetrates every;

where, and radiates from everywhere. and is clear and shining.

There is no limit in trying to describe these things - although

they must be indescribable. "Old" — that means to be before

something{ It is not to be described - it is to be felt.

The "old" person stands before something - on the street. old

faces. old eyes. You will ask: "What is the characteristic

in these faces?" They are standing before something. Is it

death? Perhaps‘it is the revelation which will be given in

the last hour of life. Is it quite unconscious and slipping

into the libido, into non-existance. "01d" - it means to

disappear, leaving nothing behind. Tragic. stately power -
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everything lies in this archetypal "oldflt King - not the king

who sits on the throne in this or that country, but the king

as a certain kind of human being who is wiser, more powerful,

an old father - that means he gives something - he meets

himselfkin his child.

THE ARCHETYPEI

There are unlimited possibilities for penetrating into

all possible things. For an artist there is nothing in the

whole world which is meaningless. senseless. which has noth-

ing behind it. It is the spiritual aura which we have used.

If we are trying to act Romeo and ye are materialisticelly-

minded, we can act only these movements. these words. and try

to create materialistically. and this will never be done.

It will only be a boy, and perhaps not the most interesting

one. The whole Romeo idea - the Romeo archetype will be lost.

I have noticed that because we are blind to this world of the

archetype we are not able to discover the ”flame" which is in

us. We are all born as human beings and we must not consider

ourselves as especially unhappy people who have no fire - we

have it, but the fire must be discovered by trying to imagine

and penetrate into spiritual things. Imagine an aura around

everything, every part. every scene. every play. The fire is

there — therefore, I speak.

Romeo and Juliet - Tha Archetypex
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Juliet lies, she does not sit. This is the whole philos-

ophy, the whole world of ideas boiling around this lying

Juliet on the tomb - dead - young - full of love. Each word,

if it is taken and experienced as an archetype. will give us

something which will bring us to such a state that we begin

to laugh and to cry. If behind all these images, Juliet is

lying on the tomb, dead. than we will get our fira_- only

I then. if we penetrate behind this given picture. That means

to awaken an artistic mind, and to discard the materialistic

approach to the theatre. because for the materialistic mind,

there is nothing exciting in the goat that this girl is lying

there dead, and this ghost, this thantom, whose name is

"nothing:. thin persuades us that this thing is like that

thing — a girl 1155 on tho otono and sleeps. This certoin

kind of "nothing special“ Kills our croativo spirit. But tho

ability to penetrato behind things and to imagine things as

we want to havo them, this is tho step towards the ideal to

be an artist, and this step cannot be done from the outside.

I cannot do it for you. We cannot discuss it - each one must

make this effort for himself.

You must make ovary effort to put this problem before

yourselves and work and exercise it. For instance, if you

See an old man on the street. do not pass without getting

some idoa about him — you must work with this old person in

your imagination. perhaps for hours and days. to penetrate
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into this old face. and to imagine what is behind it. Put the

question to yourself quite simply and definitely — what is

behind this old person I not on the street? Gradually. through

this effort you will get some slight inspiration about every—

thing and this is what we need so much. do must try to pene-

trate into the archetype of tho old man or old lady. or child.

or strong man, or stupid man. or indifferent man we see on the

street. and if you will make tho'eurhythmy gesture of "h“ into

them. then you will discovon things in yoursolyes which now

are sleeping.

Faigy Tolg — Two Bad Oueonel ;

This is a world you must penetrate into ~ Dad Queen,

 

bad aura, strange aura, powarful aura, etc. You must do it

inside — you must make the effort to find what is behind every-

thing. Look at the eyes of a stranger on the street. You

will find one glance will be enough. one impression, and when

you have time, elaborate it — eyes which are absolutely god-

less, and other eyes. perhaps a stupid face you see - take it,

and look at it, and work with it ~ and you see that this is e

vervelous face. and it was quite a wrong impression to say it

was a stupid face - it was your stupidity and inability to

penetrate into something behind. at the first moment of seeing.

If we will try to do such simple exercises. we will enrich our

soul for millions of things. By looking at the old person in

this way, we will get an archetype. Each effort to create the
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life behind visible and audiple things. develops in us the

.ability in a very short time to be able to discover things

behind. over. around, and in everything, in everybody. in

ovary sound, and every seemingly materialistic object.

\ when we have spoken about the archetype. we have

spoken about the same thing. we have. for example. spoken

about sitting at a table; one person is very bored - find

the archetype. By which means? We have the means — try to

find.first of all. many images which are similar to this

bored person - yellow leaves in nutumn; the long white stick;

a round stone; a firo which is dying out; the water which is

not cold or hot. Such small things which seem not to have

very much connection with this boredom, will awaken gradually

the understanding of boredom...all these leaves and stones,

etc.. will disappean and instead of this. we will have a feel-

ing that we want to act the part bocauso we know something

about the character. and we want to say something to the

audience through it.

PSYCHOLOGICAL GESTURB:

without this work what shall we do? - only sit — we

cannot do anything morn - and how ashamed I am, as an actor,

to perform such a man with such poor means — such small tricks

with no meaning. But if 1 know and live behind this bored

nan. then I will feel that my cheeks are burning, and my whole
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being. even my body. becauso\1 have the source for this simple

bored person who I am going to perform. this is the way if

someone wants to change his materialistic. worldly outlook,

but perhaps you are not interested in doing this - it is a

very personal thing. but you can do it in quite a professional

way by trying to find the same result through our other exer-

cises which are all leading to this point, Especially the

psychological gesture - if it is done. then do it as a pro—

fessional person.

Enrich your understanding of the Method. For

instance, do not try to remember that you have been offended

several times in your life — thisfis only your personal ex-

perience and has nothing to do with the archetype - but try

to accumulate certain images as simple perhaps as the leaves

and stones. and they will show the way to experience the

archetype to be offended. Ehis is the one point I want to

tell you at the end of the term. Perhaps you do not want

this. perhaps you do not agree. Perhaps you feel certain

hindrances inside of you. it is absolutely important to

clarify this point because without it we will sit on the same

level, and no one will say a good word to us in the future.

You may ask: What do you mean by "materialistic outlook"?

The materialistic approach is one in which everything exists

for our ears and eyes. and our practical use - the whole world

exists for me and for my group or for my country, as far as I
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can use it personally and without any symbolic or imaginative

meaning. 1hieis the materialistic approach.

In each art, and ours especially, we are trying to

find certain means by which we can convey, but the question

in regard to the archetype is Ehéi we have to convey. If the

means are elaborated through exercises they will adjust them-

selves to this archetype. If the objective'is really fully

taken. it is a tremendous means for expressing the archetype —

atmosphere. radiation. everything can be used for this purpose.

If. for instance. you are playing Juliet, and you

are lying on top of the tomb. you may be very full of some

aura, and feelings and conceptionsjand yet all you can do is

lie there. To what extent can your inner impulse reach the

audience? If you have the desire to convey, you will always

find the means. It is such a fine inter/play inside of you

that it is impossible to describe. Perhaps you will make a

certain movement unnoticed by the audience - there are mil-

lions of secrets.

THE AUDIfl. Ex

iach art demands a certain ability in the audience

as well - one person will understand and one will not. Let

the audience be blind even — you as an artist, have to convey

to the fullest extent, believing that there is always somebody

who understands. The audience is not in our power. As audi-

ence, we require that the artist gives us his whole activity.
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his complete piece of work. \Tho audience has this right, and

the artist must not think that they will not understand. They

will. flow to develop ourselves to get this depth inside? We

must be more concerned with ourselves anduhowrto:get this abil-

ity through all our exofciseo, physical. bodilm and psycholog-

ically. Therefore. if the exorcise is properly done. it awo-

kens the ability to get the archetype and to convey.

(Hrs. Elmhirst. a great English philosopher has

said that “Religion is what we do with our solitude" — it is

the soda with art.)

hiohael Chekhov» Our pnivate lives and our profes-

sional work are indivisible if they are divided,then it is

bad for our profession. This is the second point I wish to

mention to you.

I have noticed - and you must apply what I say to

yourselves individually - that as a group you are not working

outside of the Studio. I see. because I know how a person

develops when he works, and you know it too. You know from

biographies how some people develop abilities.which they have

not even had, because they were possessed with the idea to

attain a certain thing. I see you going on as a group with-

out being possessed by the idea to get something - we are

actually walking slowly forward. Perhaps we will get some-

thing - perhaps not. Perhaps we are satisfied with what we

have got - perhaps we don't believe in the whole school{
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Sometimes our nature does not believe in the things

we have, and in each of us sits on old conservative person

who waits only for tho moment when we will act well. The

other part of us is always trying to persuade this conserva-

tive petson to get more than he has. perhaps this fantastic

moment will never come - the part will not be right - the

lighting will not be good - the method will not work. Then

I will say to myself. "1 am gifted, but I am unlucky - why

did I come to this school?"

TALENT - 02mins. V .

This is quite a human thing, but we must discover

this part of us - this ”tolent".or "genius“ in us which cannot

help us because it is lazy - and it waits for us to do some-

thing with it. You will see that this "genius" is always

waiting to pull you down and he will always find some excuse.

I feel you are not working the whole day, and that

it is not altogether a question of time - it is a question of

desire. You must each decide what you want in life - whether

you really want to be an actor. not in the sense of the

"genius" sitting here in you; but as a thinking. conscious

person who came to this Studio, and whether you want to act

in the style which we are trying to met here. This is a prac-

tical question - with the "genius” it is an abstraction - a

game.

Are you really doing something for your development?
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If this question is once put\clearly before you. you will have

a moment when your whole soul. your whole mind, your whole

being will be very frightened at the loss of time. You will

feel that you have actually done very little, because you are

\going through the training in the school sleeping and dream-

ing. and not working at homo. What does it mean to work at

home? It means that you are filled with the idea, ”I want to

get it:, so much that you will be doing exercises in every-

thing. in walking. in eating. hasleeping. in dreaming, etc.

This is a very intimate thing, but without this threshold

when we ask ourselves whether we are really working or not.

it is only an illusion} Thin moment nuot cone End if it does

not come. it can mean a life disaster. -WhAt is the real

genius? It is something which drives us to work, that is

génius. It is always busy with one idea.

TECH“IQUE:

At this point we must put two questions before

ourselves: Are we really working? The first question about

the archetype. the spiritual point of View instead of the

materialistic one. and the second point is to ask yourselves

whether you are really working. In connection with this

second point. many questions may arise. Forhaps you don't

believe in theltheatre as an art WJich must have a technique.

You must find this answer for yourself. I personally believe

that our art will only be the first and highest art when it
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will have such a technique as music - the musician must work

and study for years and years before he can begin to play or

compose music. but we think we only have to put on a costume

and act. From where? with what means? with what technique?

what a dreadfully poor art.

We must ask ourselves whether we believe that our

art has a future and, therefore, must have a technique. I

believe that it will only come through incessant work, for-

getting all these "genius“ ideas. but working as a musician

works. then we will get something;

Our technique is much more complicated than some

others because we have to move. we have to spank, we have to

radiate our emotions. we have to imagine. we have to know

about settings. the laws of harmony. light - we have tech-

niques, many many techniques in our art. Therefore, the idea

that our art is so free that it does not need a technique is

a great illusion which has grown through many decades, and

now we come to the moment when the "genius" is a little weak -

we no longer have a Garrick. a Salveni, or a Dune. We must

face this problem; Our age has contracted the genius - we

must work to re—discover it and work as a musician works or

a physician works. or as an undergraduate works - that is

technique. And we think we can appear before the audience

without technique? why? I cannot be persuaded that such a

point of View of our art is justifiable.
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OUR mat-2mm

To answer these questions. you must answer the

problem whether you really want to work, and to work as this

Studio does. I will understand it if you don't want to do

this beqause you are quite free. but what I cannot accept is

the half-dreaming existance in the Studio. then I feel that

my whole life, my whole idea to find this technique is thrown

away. This half-taking. half-giving back. half-relying upon

something inside - this offends me much more than anything.

I will thank you if you tell me that you don't agree or don't

believe - perhaps I can make my fiethod more clear - but at

least it would be something. I

rm: IDEAL ACTOR:

The third point I want to mention to you. Let us

suppose that we agree that we have to work and develop this

new type of actor with a technique. Then we must hava an

idea 0? ideal of what it means in our school to be an actor

who has a real technique. I will give you a very simple ex-

ample to think about. Our ideal,is thc,type of actor whol

when he appears on the stage, his whole nature is constantly

in a state of radiating. not because it is necessary to do so

in this part. or at this moment. but because his technique is

such that he is constantly fulfilling objectives, consciously,

unconsciously. sub-consciously, super-consciously, he is

always in a state of chasing the objective, and at the same
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time atmoslphare, the same time Contact with everything: at

the same time he is constantly rcdiating the atmosphere.

burning with archetypes. and nt'tho same time moving con-

sciouely. beautifully, truthmlly with points. if neceueary

all points: at the came time he in alwayo concentrated on

something. who all the points of the Method and you will

see why you must have a technique, which men-nu that in your

nature site the whole method which is constantly there, con—

Scioualy present. conetantly working.

If you get this technique to be constantly in thin

etato. then, and only then, it becoeou a very beautiful pro-

fosuion because then we can begin to play on the instrument

as it were. by touching thin note or taking this chord. And

what does: that mean? It means that if I want the utnoephere

of depreeuion I touch this note ~ or my objective, '‘I want

to save someone." I touch this note. and so on. It in there.

If through constant exercising I am in a etato 02‘

constantly and continuously radiating. then I need only to

lieten to my director to know what note I must touch because

I an constantly in the state of having my objective or my

atmosphere. I don't need any time or any effort to prepare

myself - this muot be the now ability. the new technique, and

that meant: tho'now actor. As long as We need to make an

effort to mdicta, and have to start each time this heavy

machine. we are still students;7 not actors. This is the
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third point - this ideal to he constantly radiating and doing

everything.

 

If you will remember I have asked you to b pre estl
a

'\

on the stage. Ehie "I an” presence can be developed into

this new technique. and what beauty it is to be able to have

this technique. Never to need to prepare yourself, but always

to have everything potentially in you. An actor with such a

technique has already so many parts in him - old ladies, old

men. young boys, comedy. tragedy. drama. sollloquy - they are

all there in such a person. He has this thing and then it is

only necessary to Open it. That means to re—crcatc our "usual"

nature into the "artistic" nature. Look at Ar. Tobey [?ark

Tobei] - he has this ability in a very interesting way — how

he looks. how he laughs, what movements he makes. his whole

being is constantly doing things visibly and invisibly before

he will really paint. He is laughing because he is going the

tail of a duck. He is going this thing. and that means to

get a technique. And We can get it.

STAT'ISTA‘JSKY'E‘. :3“  U Nil“ 01"? ;.

 

.r

l. have seen such actors. not many — some by nature

and somc educated by Stanislavsky. uecause thorn are only two

methods in the theatre: :tanislavshy's Method, and what we

are trying to do. Perhaps other methods will be develoyed
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later on; We have taken smnielavslw'o flethod and we have

added something from our eide which will give us thle technique.

I have seen actors in the Roman Art Theatre really following

Steniolnveky‘a Method who have got this technique. and some

have got; it, somemore and some lose, and some absolutely. and H

it is wonderful- to look at such actors and directore - vukhc .

tangov wee auclx e person - he \rae m1); of all the pesoibilit5oe

that tho director and actor canhave.

It deco not mean 1:th the deter must be a geniue -.

I speak about tho‘ tool'mlque.. This is so inportant. It is

pooei’ble for mato get. it.whether we are more gifted or lose

f
gifted. andafter we kayo lt.‘ then we wille

 

t to create.

 

'thon we will rcally gotthe ploesure of creative work. Buc

 

now at our prosaic stage. no one brewing and digging, away‘ at

our part0 because we have he toohniquof \lhy should we go on

digging for ycara and year‘s~ when we can fly ovor‘our work

with’plcaouro and withii’lro? We can do thief-"Thin in a} very

importan‘tlifiaolnt. and you muotvunderotondv mo.

mommies} V _ . ‘ _

You must bdi'ploneol-o in this new type of: theatre,

in which you must be aotore with fochniquo. so that when

critice cone tron the outside world we hiwp our defense be-

cause we have a: foungl‘aélonfib'ut now when we are without‘bech-

niquo. if someone can and .snid that we are dreadful. you

 

‘iir'
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would have to excuse yourselves and you would be crushed

and killed. But if you have your technique. this cannot

affect you because if you have a technique, you will be

artiots. And if the critics would steak about our tech-

nique 1 that the technique of-one is much more developed

then that of anothep. then it would be an honor. I want

the critics to Spook aoout our technique as they speak about

the technique of Hanuhin. No-ono eon criticize lightly such

a technique as his. iut they can do thio to actors because

we have no technique. If we have no technique we are peeple

of accident. If we have a technique. then we are artists.

Another very important Joint. The technique is

not only impertant‘for us as actors, and for the audience -

bad technique makes a piece of art bad. You can take the

great masters and play them badly. and you will kill even

Beethoven. If a play is played by an artist we may say it

is a pioco of art. Not only our acting depends on our tech-

nique, tho playo are always depending on our technique. You

know from doing our exereiooo that if they are done with

technique and skill. we say how marvelous. Is it a play with

a deep idea? Ho, only tho beginning of the technique. but it

can be e beautiflul thing, even though it may be only a leap

or n Jump over the structure.

These are the points I want to bring before you,

and I am sure they are of great importance in helping us to
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take the right steps forwaro. If we want to take such steps

and want to progress. we must ask ourselves: 1. dhether we

want the result; 2. whether we understand how to get it:

3. Then really do it.

'\

CRITICISM OF STUDENTS. SCENES:

Joan of Arc:

I like Beatrice's imagination of this performance

and particularly the last scene. because there is the begin-

ning of certain form. I think she must go on with her ima-

’gination without any suggestions from me. Her work needs to

be continued as it is. One thing you must be aware of now,

and that is that the dimension is a very big one. and if you

and your cast are not able to fill it. then it will be a

{Allure. The picture must fill the whole frame. then it will

be justified. If you make the frame smaller. then you will

get only a miniature. You must find the right dimension. Try

to help your actors through to the point of the archetype. It

is not yet fulfilled.

Othello: (Sam Schatz):

In this scene Sam got a certain feeling or form

which was his task. He got both inner and outer form, although

it was still very naive. but he has found a certain form and

with this point I am satisfied. out there are many other
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things which he must get. I feel that you got the form apart

from the Method - simply form. It is good that you got the

result, but I would suggeét that. if you agree we must bo

actors with a technique when trying to find the form. that

you should try to find it in the form of an objective. of

radiation, through all the pointswwe have. You may want to

get form in your words or speech itself, and you try to get

it-quito instinctively. This is one way, but I don't recom-

mend it. It would ba better totake the objective. or any

other point in the Method and try to fulfill it and then you

would get the form as well. A certain point in the Method

must be there before you start to get form. You are not yet

able to take the objective really - exercise constantly until

the moment comos when your whole nature will shout, ”I know

what the objective 19:. and than you will get it forever.

Exercise - this is the only thing - there is no

other way. Exorcisel Exercise! Exercise. until you will

get the result. A pianist might ask why he is not able to

play certain things — the answer is develop your fingers.

There is no philosophy about this — nothing complicated ~

it is simply exercise. When you reach the point when you

are ready to take the objective. you will see one interest-

ing thing - that it is very easy to do it! It seems diffi-

cult, but it is really easy. and it will be more difficult

to act without the objective. and radiation. etc.
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Othello: (nurd Hatfield):

Your case is very oharacteristio. You have to fill

the dimensions you show. You must penetrate into the world

Of archetypes because I can see your intentions, but they are

still empty shapes and forms. If you feel this, then you

will find the way which is again the attempt to penetrate

into the archetype and all other things. Your imagination

must be much richer. Imagine the inner life of the character.

You must imagine Othello or Romeo for days and days — like a

world — like a work. not like a oleasuro. When Romeo enters

the vault. look at his inner life 7 look solong that you feel

you begin to be him in a strange QEy.

Real imagination which you need must be developed

to such an extent that if you ask your image to act how he

enters - inwardly - outwardly. you will see perhaps too much.

Then force him again and again and the moment will come when

he does. and the actor has nothing more to do but look and

marvel at what he does. The actor's effort was to ask the

image and when the image does something. the actor only has

to absorb, then will come the third period when your imagina-

tion is so developed that you don't even have to force — the

imagegwill come'to you of themselves. For instance, you may

be reading a book which has nothing to do with your character,

and you stop because you know "he" is there — "he" knows when

to come. When he is there. everything stops, then he disap—
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pears. This is the third stay. And the last step is when you

don't see images at all — they are hidden from you, and instead

of seeing them. you are doing them. This is the moment of real

artistic insniration, and this is the moment when you are cre-

ating, but all the stages must be gone through first. dhen

you are able to See your charActers with their full inner life,

then you will be able to fill these forms which you are now

‘ showing simply as schemes.

Deso’emonm (nag Lou rTaylor):

‘ It seemed to me very artificial. :Jhy'.’ I think it

is one thing to have an idea that you want your character to

be like this or that. and another thing to get it. Shem we

are half-way. it is sometimes Very artificial and very strange.

but we must know whether we are aiming at something definite.

and. therefore, our half-way stage is half-born and we ara

floundering. In your case you were flounderinr without aim.

although the aim may have been there, but you have not yet

reached it. when the actor has the technique. we have spoken

about,he will never be in such an artificial state. without

feeling of truth. You must always have an aim and than you

need never be afraid to be half-way. If you have technique

than your half-way state will always have a certain churn.

othernise it may be painful.

O
the perchant of Venice: (Woodv Chanbliss :
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You have made much progrees since the last time.

I feel that you are working woll and that makes me very happy.

One suggestion I would like to give you: Sometimes you think

it is already something when it is only a hint. You must de-

velop itho the loot point. This in your problem. Don't be

satiofied with hints. The other extreme is to exaggerate.

but you have enough taste to know to what eitent you must

develop this.

The merchant of Venice: (Dennis Glennie):

You must pay more attention to the content, some-

times you are not quite clear about what you are speaking. or

why you are moving. when I say don't uoe your intellect, I

mean don't substitute tho imagination for cold thinking. We

must know everything - every sentence We speak on the stage.

every movement we make, but at the some time we must not use

the intellect instead of the imagination. If you will in—

cline more to the imagination, your thoughts will be there.

and yet the content and the meaning will not disappear.

Desdemonax (Valerie):

I think Valerie had more contact, and a certain

quietness which was interesting, and a qettain idea of one

line which continues through the whole. This is a very good

thing. '

Romeo and Juliet: (Blair Cutting):
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I got much pleasure from Blair in this scene - when

he appeared, I felt that no; I am fed by something which

speaks to my feelings. Hurd. for example, feeds my eyes and

my understanding, but not yet my heart. Blair says something

which touches my heart.

Romeo and Juliet: (Danhne Voore):

She is like a flower and must grow up like one with—

out paying any attention to our Method. It does not yet exist

for her and will come later on.

Tergy's Fairy Tale:

I have seen here an attempt to ask the actors to move

in connection with drawings. It is quite right and sound, and

all our directors can use this means. It is the same as in—

corporating the imagination, or incorporating what the dirnn—

tor says because it in something for the actor to incorporate.

Once. in the ioscow Art Theatre. I got a drawing from a painter

and the moment I looked at it, I got my part at once. It was

so right for me. for this part, that my nature understood the

part at one glance. it is Very important for us to have eyes

for drawings, paintings, images, etc. It is another line of

approach and I accept this method of using drawings.

However. I am not sure that you have always given

your actors the help they need by means of the Method. The

director must answer this qLestion himself, but to the actors,
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I have something very definite to say. The performance was

almost a demonstration of th; inability to use the Method.

Everything was actually groundless and anatourish to a great

extent. It was groundless. not conscious. It seemed acci-

dentallykdonc and unjustified. I have seen you in other re-

hearsals do it much better. Whether the director gave you

suggestions from the method or not. is not the point — as

actors you have not yet found the basis. That is why the

performance made me so unhappy hecsusa I know thst you can

do much more correct things.

I want you to understand this difference to act

not interestingly, or to act beautifully, but accidentally.

We are not interested in the acting even if it is beautiful.

if it is accidental. because then it is not professional. In

this case. I want to see corraci'scting. A very badly ful-

filled objective is better than something which comes but

which will disappear. A hadly done psychological gesture is

better than a good performance without any basis. This is

the same question of our profession. or our life in accidents.

I want to help you to get a professional technique. The

Fairy Tale today was not quite professional work, although

there were some things which I liked very much, but i am not

here to enjoy your accidentally interesting things, but to

give you a basis. I want to see your professional people not

accidentally beautiful. One thing was there today - a feeling
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of ease. and this is the on1y\point which encouraged me. But

everything must be there - then it is the correct being on

the stage.

At times it isclear to see that thorn is some under-

standing‘of the psychological gesture. 'Thc gesture will, in

time, give us everything, because it is archetypal if it is

properly done. if it is done so that it uwuhcns everything in

our nature.

are-43946)

I want to speak to you ahout your life at Redworth

because I know that some disharmony begins to exist there.

I know that some of us are sometimes not very social, but we

must know that some qualities of our personal characters must

be sacrificed when we are living together. Heal social life

requires that we must be able to hide the unpleasant sides of

our character. and yet to be able to accept the unpleasant

qualities of others. Otherwise, we would only be able to live

in paradise, and even there we would not be satisfied. It

would not be a wonder to live with angels and archangels in

harmony, but we are living with each other and that means

that we must be hble to bear certain difficulties. and to hide

our own bed qualities. To ask always that our surroundings

and everyone around us must he as we want them is gross ego-

tism, and such a manner of living will bring only disharmony
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into the whole group. One person can bring this disharmony.

but why should we all Buffs; for one or two or three bed

porsonc.who cannot manage their characters?

It is not necessary to mention any concrete instances,

but I want you to ask yourselves who it is that distufin the

peace of Redworth? fiodworth can only be at the disposal of

those who can manage ano govern themselveo to that a social

life is possible - the others will be asked to leave Redworth.

and if necessary. to leave the School because the Spoilad life

in Redworth means the5poiled life in the group. and the arrows

of bad character will fly directly from Redworth onto tho

stage. I don't want theoo bad arrows on the stage. This is

a very serious and importaht point. and I ask you to pay at-

tention to it.

by last point. Please oon't work during tho holi-

doyo. Forget the wholo Uethod. like Daphho. end have a good

rest, because the rest is as necessary an the work. If you

will rest during the holidays. you will he oble to work fully

nexttorm, when the work will be much harder. We will be re-

hearaing the two plays ovary day and will jump from one char-

acter to another, and one director to anothen and this will

be real work. If we have time. we will continue with the work

on Joan of Arc and with the experiments on the Baigy Tale. in

order that we noy find the special method to perform for chil-

dren.‘ I would like you to keep this aim especially before
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you - how to perform fog.- ghkldrcyAbot-Iaen the ages of seven

‘and fourteen.

 

A0 a. group, wa‘ 1112alvinyehhyc to:solve certain

11:0 problems, and we must be ablu to span}: about our pro-
  

fousian‘quito opcnly.’Toda .1 have mop‘tlonocfi mostly bad

things! but there are many. gaog olden. I want you to have_

a good 1‘th and to come back wl’gzh the determination to an-

sumo 13110 Uothod absolutoLf. and to be pioneers in our very}.

dam-11m: ‘rcmturya 1‘1) :bry to bo mud[to throw a little light

  
in our 1530. and th1nilght no will be able to bring to our

1f1vo are 12313120211 .02 1711101 light, of our toehniqfigj. - '

othommq we will rc._’31n a. group of me'ouru. We can onLy

1633.211 one thing from 13:3.1touru and that 10 they$311.0 their

prubicmvery aoriouul‘yr. and true <10 have to takefrom tho:._

It In a very good q<3zi11ty - sorlousnouq.

 


